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Cat Muscle Anatomy Quizzes
This site was designed for students of anatomy and physiology. Each chapter has a practice quiz and study tips for learning the topic. Muscles of the Cat.

Dorsal rectus muscle, Ventral rectus muscle, Medial rectus muscle, Lateral rectus

Head movement: exaggerates the parallax effect – this is especially the case in cats. Test your knowledge using flashcard type questions, Facial Muscle.

Cat Muscles Skeletal System Links - use to help study for quizzes Web Anatomy - University of Minnesota, Cool Site This one has quizzes you can take. Anatomy & Physiology because lab assignments and exams are generally of a practical nature and cannot be Dissection & Identification of Cat Muscles

I. To understand Anatomy and Physiology, we must learn a technical language. In order to do A list of these terms and the quiz dates can be found below: Muscle Tissue Venn Diagram Hmwrk, Unit 6 Gross Anatomy - Cat Dissection Lab:

In vertebrates, most common of the three types of muscle in the body. Skeletal muscles are attached to bones by tendons, and they produce all the movements of body parts in relation Vocabulary Quiz, True or False, Name That Thing. Use of the microscope, dissection of cat and other muscles. Ch10 muscle models. 3/24.

TEST Ch 8 - 10 muscle – cat dissection and QUIZ. 3/26 nerve. Ch11.


Welcome to Honors Human Anatomy & Physiology (Mr. Pittman). Anatomy and Physiology is a year-long elective course designed to Cat Muscle Practical.